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Media Gateway
Today when we say “network” it is synonymous with IP or the packet network that we now take for granted
has usurped the long-established circuit switched telephone network. Those circuits, however, still exist and
the network element that enabled such a change still has an ever evolving and crucial role to play – the media
gateway. This critical interworking element translates between networks of differing standards. It provides
conversion of streamed media formats such as voice or video, and manages any associated signaling. The
gateway is a fundamental application whose core architecture has changed little and is expected to contribute
(along with its partner – the softswitch) nearly $8.5 billion to the overall telecom equipment market.
The IETF established the original definition and functional split between the Media Gateway (MGW), which
handles the bearer paths, and the Media Gateway Controller (MGC or Softswitch). This reduced costs and the
complexity of endpoints. The MGC provides the intelligence, enabling centralized call flow, while the Media
Gateway (MGW)becomes an efficient routing device. The main task of a Media Gateway is to convert between
the digitized telephony signals found on traditional telephone network, and the stream of data packets on the
packet network.
Any Media Gateway platform must support:






Encoding/Decoding – The core media conversion functions require a multitude of CODECs that enable
support of fixed, mobile and cable applications.
Echo Cancellation – Echo and duplex problems can be a major source of perceived quality issues with
users, therefore EC is one of the most critical functions, as differing networks exhibit wide variations in
delay/latency.
Fax Support – Provides the ability for the packet network to appear transparent to conventional
analogue fax machines.
Flexible channel densities – Cost per port across different mixes of CODECs is a crucial metric, thus it is
advantageous for a single platform architecture to be capable of supporting varying densities.

The ability for a media gateway to handle multiple media types is fundamental. Being able to handle numerous
conversions simultaneously across a large number of lines requires high performance, high density DSP (Digital
Signal Processors) farms. AdvancedTCA® provides the ideal architecture to enable the appropriate connectivity
as well as the infrastructure to support high density DSP blades such as Advantech’s DSPA-8901 Blade. In
combination with a processing blade powered by the dual Intel® Xeon® MIC-5332, Advantech has all the
ingredients needed for OEMs to build leading edge multifunction media gateways.

Advantech ATCA Blades for Media Gateway Designs
MIC-5332 DUAL INTEL® XEON® E5-2600 SERIES PROCESSOR BLADE
Advantech’s MIC-5332 is a dual processor ATCA blade based on the Intel® Xeon® E5-2600 series processors. It enables the
highest performance available in ATCA form factor with up to 16 cores and 32 threads of processing power, fast PCI
Express gen. 3 lanes running at up to 8Gbps, and best in class virtualization support. Two QPI interfaces between the CPUs
improve memory and I/O access throughput and latencies when one processor needs to access resources hosted by the
other socket. With four DDR3 DIMMs per socket in a quad channel design running up to 1600MT/s, the MIC-5332 not only
offers superior memory bandwidth over 3-channel designs, but can also support memory densities up 256GB using latest
LR DIMM technology. It outperforms previous generation dual socket designs while keeping similar thermal
characteristics with balanced airflow resistance.










Two Intel® Xeon® E5-2600 Processors
Intel C600 Series PCH server class chipset with integrated SAS controller
8 DDR3 VLP DIMMs up to 256 GB with ECC support
Up to four XAUI ports on Fabric interface
Two 1000BASE-T ports on Base interface
Three 1000BASE-T front panel ports
One Fabric Mezzanine Module support with front I/O support (type II)
Two CFast / one 2.5" SSD storage Device
Fully managed, hot swappable RTM

DSPA-8901 ATCA BLADE WITH 20 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TMS320TCI6608 DSPs
With its twenty onboard TMS320TCI6608 DSPs at 1.0 GHz core frequency, the DSPA-8901 provides 160 cores of
processing power to reach the higher levels of performance density needed to build the highest capacity wireless media
gateways. The DSPA-8901 significantly reduces overall system power dissipation and system cost, and frees up valuable
slots in gateway elements for additional subscriber capacity and throughput. The DSPA-8901 includes a high-performance
Freescale QorIQ P2020 processor. The powerful Broadcom BCM56321 switch terminates the 10 gigabit Ethernet fabric
connections and distributes traffic to the twenty DSPs. The DSPA-8901 offers unrivaled packet and media processing
capabilities. For increasing demand in high end video conferencing, broadcasting and telepresence fields, the DSPA-8901
ATCA blade also offers unrivaled image processing performance for compression and decompression, image analysis,
filtering and format conversion.









20 Texas Instruments TMS320TCI6608 DSPs
512 MB DDR3 memory per DSP
BCM56321 10 GbE switch for both Fabric Interface and Base Interface
Freescale QorIQ™ P2020 for Local Management Processor (LMP)
IDT Tsi577 Serial RapidIO switches
Pigeon Point System IPMI 2.0
Wind River Linux PNE-LE 4.0 support for P2020
Single slot PICMG 3.0/ 3.1 compliant

“The combination of the MIC-5322 and DSP ATCA Blade creates an unrivaled partnership of high performance computing
and high density DSPs, making them the ideal platform for VoIP or Video Media Gateways.”

